DICK AND JANE ARE LOSING THEIR BRAINS
by William Thomas

See Dick run. Mother wants to show pictures of his new baby sister. Her name is Spot.
No. Spot is their doggy. Sometimes little Dickie gets confused.
Mother looks like a angel in her billowy white
dress. Returning her cordless phone to its bedside
cradle, she pats the covers beside her. “Come and
see,” she says, “Your sister is on Facebook.”
She gestures towards the laptop propped on her big
belly.
“Look look look.”
The screen is a window into mommy. The scene is gray and fuzzy. But Dick can clearly
see his baby sister floating in suspension like the asternot in that movie. He hopes she
does not run out of air. Her wrinkled old person's face is all scrunched up. And she is
waving two tiny fists.
Mother laughs. “Your sister is mad at having her picture taken.”
Dick starts to cry. “Baby Jane has a owie,” he says.
“It's okay, sweetie,” Mother soothes. “The doctor says the ultrasound machine is
perfectly safe.”
HUNTING HIPPOS
Don't doctors know that fast-wiring brain structures expand close to paper-thin fetal
skulls? Each torture session involves an hour or more of 100 decibel intrauterine racket.

(Anything over 85 dB hurts a big person's hearing.) Throughout baby's ballooning body,
vital whisperings between and within rapidly-linking cells are lost in the roar of a 747
taking off. [John Horgan]
This is crazy because a four-week-old fetus is creating half-a-million brain cells every
minute. For fast-assembling brains like Jane and Dick's to work properly, each newbie
neuron needs to find its assigned address. Waves of chemicals sloshing through tiny
skulls ensure that each neighbourhood of like-minded brain cells becomes
interconnected sequentially and differently for girls and boys.
None like it hot.

“Ultrasound produces heating, pressure changes and mechanical disturbances in tissue,”
warns the European Committee of Medical Ultrasound Safety. “Diagnostic levels of
ultrasound can produce temperature rises that are hazardous to sensitive organs and the
embryo/fetus.”
Despite false “safe” temperature readings, prolonged blasts of ultrasound bake
hippocampus memory cells, as well as that pea-size “master gland” in the forehead
controlling intricately entwined endocrine functions.
At Yale, ultrasound scans of mouses inside their mommies show that rapidly dividing
brain cells blasted by ultrasound for snapshots of grimacing fetuses “fail to grow into
their proper positions and remain scattered in incorrect parts of the brain.” [Medical Net
Mar 5/14]

Human fetal brains scrambled by ultrasound are linked to post-natal allergies, diabetes,
and reduced birth weight – as well as left-right confusion, delayed talking skills, autism
and epilepsy. [New Scientist Dec 4/01; New Scientist Dec 10/01; vaclib.org June 2/05; Safety of
Diagnostic Ultrasound; Telegraph Dec15/01; Understanding the Safety Issue Around Prenatal Ultrasound;
opednews.com Dec 10/08; AP Mar 27/04; AP Aug 7/06; wirelesswatchblog]

“Bad doctor!” Dick shouts and runs from the room.
Run run run.

PENTRATING CHILDREN IS OBSCENE
Dick and Jane are lucky Mother doesn't smoke. She also gave up drinking during both
pregnancies. But mommy constantly chats on her cell and cordless phones. She lets
little Dickie talk, too. They also have fun online. Dick likes to watch the wireless
router's blinking green light. Green means go.
Too bad they never visit willthomasonline.net to download ABCs Of Cell Phones And
Other Hazards Of The Wireless Age by donation. Mother would learn that each radiating
router and “always on” cordless cradle in the house produces more than half-a-million
microwatts of electromagnetic radiation. That's more mutagenic electrosmog than a
rooftop cell tower 50 to 100 feet away! [Nonstop Pulsed 2.4 GHz Radiation Inside US Homes]
That's like living near Fukushima. Though nuclear and microwave radiation are as
different as tigers and bears, the fragments of micronuclei streaming from clawed-open
cells are exactly the same.
“The presence of micronuclei in living cells is a premier diagnostic marker for cancer,”
writes ex-Motorola researcher Dr. George Carlo. Dr. Joseph Roti, another impressivelycredentialed scientist formerly funded by Motorola, has confirmed the formation of
micronuclei at wireless radiation levels far lower than those emitted by cell phones. [Cell
Phones: Invisible Hazards in the Wireless Age; Mind Boggling: Are Wireless Phones Wiping Our
Brains?]

Though nobody is exempt from these invisible cumulative impacts, newly forming
brains are especially at risk during their first dozen years or so. “Because mobile phone
RF penetrates deeper into a child's brain, more brain tissue would be exposed,” warns
the eminent and long-persecuted cell phone researcher Dr. Henry Lai. [U. of Washington
report 1996]

“Children may be more vulnerable because of their developing nervous system, the
greater absorption of in the tissues of the head and a longer lifetime of exposure,” adds
renowned British biochemist Sir William Stewart after completing a landmark study for
the British Government. [“Mobile Phones and Health” Apr/00]
TWO-MINUTE WARNING
PhD's Leif Salford and James Lin have independently demonstrated that a two-minute
exposure to cell phone radiation at power levels of just 1/10,000 of a watt short-circuits
the electrical locks in the blood-brain barrier, opening it to blood-borne proteins,
pharmaceuticals and other unwelcome marauders. This power level is thousands of
times less than the world's whimsical “safety” standards.
“A rat’s brain is very much the same as a human’s. They have the same blood-brain
barrier and neurons. We have good reason to believe that what happens in rat’s brains
also happens in humans,” observes blood-brain barrier boffin Leif Salford at Sweden's
Lund University. “If this effect is transferred to young humans the effects can be
terrifying.” [Daily Mail Nov6/99; newtreatments.org Apr 3/03]
Salford and his team were stunned to find “significant blood vessel leakage” and “areas
of shrunken damaged neurons” in rat brains exposed to cell phone frequencies for 50
days. “Perhaps putting a mobile phone repeatedly to your head is something that might
not be good in the long term,” suggests this neurosurgeon. [Daily Mail Nov6/99; BBC Feb
5/03]

For up to five hours after each brief call, heat-shocked blood proteins leak into the
brain, where they can clump together to form the telltale fibrils of Alzheimer’s, Early
Aging, Fibromyalgia, Parkinson’s or MS. [Environmental Health Perspectives June/03;
Microwave News May/June 2003]

[blood-brain barrier breached]

“We never expected to see this continuing activity in the brain,” exclaimed study leader
Dr. Michael Klieeisen after the Spanish Neuro Diagnostic Research Institute found
prolonged electrical storms in kid’s brains following a two-minute call. (Often to
parents wanting them to be “safe”.)
“We are worried that delicate balances that exist, such as the immunity to infection and
disease, could be altered by interference with chemical balances in the brain,” Dr.
Klieeisen adds.
The Spanish researchers also fear that such disturbed brain activity in children will lead
to impaired learning ability. Plus behavioural issues if the almond-size “fear-fornicateor-fight” amygdala gets roasted. [Psychiatry Research: Neuroimaging Apr/03; ScienceDaily Dec 5/08;
Brain Feb/00]

Is actual brain damage behind many of the stupid, negligent and deliberately hurtful acts
so people seem to perpetrate in a trance? (Funding is needed to complete my book,
Zombie Nation documenting this assertion.) Cell phone-altered brains “could lead to
things like a lack of concentration, memory loss, inability to learn, and aggressive
behaviour,” enumerates Dr. Gerald Hyland. “My advice would be to avoid mobiles.”
[Mirror Jan 4/01]

Dr. Olle Johansson, Associate Professor of Neuroscience at the Karolinska Institute in
Stockholm, says simply, “Parents should take their children away from that technology.”
[Dialing Our Cells by William Thomas]

FETAL ROULETTE
For mothers using cell phones with a fetus onboard, here are today's odds: They are
54% more likely to have children with behavioural problems. They will be 25% more at
risk for serious emotional problems. One-in-three “little terrors” subjected to wireless at
home and in the classroom may be forced into chemical strait-jackets to curb
hyperactivity sparked by their over-stimulated brains. [Independent Mar 5/15]
These outcomes are no fault of the children and increase with the sum of exposures.

Despite many false ADHD diagnosis that benefit drug companies, pioneer brain
researcher Prof. Sam Milham of the top-rated Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New
York and the University of Washington's School of Public Health doesn't doubt these
findings. He points to recent Canadian research on pregnant rats exposed to similar
radiation that found structural changes in their pup's brains.
The Russian National Committee on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection warns that
children who talk on wireless phones are likely to soon suffer from “disruption of
memory, decline of attention, diminishing learning and cognitive abilities, and increased
irritability.” Longer-term hazards include depression and “degeneration of the nervous structures of the
brain.” [AP; Independent May 18/08]

CALLING ALL CELLS
See the smart meter outside Dick's room. It radiates constant spikes of microwave and
Radio Frequency energy through the wall to circulate through the house wiring. And
into him. Baby Jane, little Dickie and their unsuspecting Mother and Father are
saltwater-filled batteries configured as antennas. Each of them is a conductor
completing the smart meter's invisible electrical circuits. [Curtis Bennet interview]
Bad bad.
It turns out that electromagnetic energy pouring nonstop from “cellular” gadgets and
grids is cancelling the ion differential that pumps vital chemistry between living cell
interiors and their chemically charged surroundings. Food deliveries are stopped at the
border. Trash isn't taken out. Cell death follows. In wireless-exposed brains, starving
neurons die. And too many synapses spark too often in random lightning strikes. This
makes small children jittery. Especially boys.
Dialling our cells at power densities
one-tenth UK wireless “safety”
guidelines also causes the biggest
calcium changes inside body and
brain cells. This inhibits their ability
to limit cell division. Cancer could
come calling. [Electronics Australia
Sept/99]

Mother should Google the twin
crimes of child brain cancer and
leukemia rates.
CSIRO IS NOT A TOWN IN ILLINOIS
Released in June 1994 by a reluctant
Aussie government, the first major
meta-study on cell phone radiation
looked at laboratory tests two decades old showing how neurons in the thinly roofed
brains of developing fetuses are extremely sensitive to heat and microwave radiation
throughout their long and complex emergence.
“The mother’s pelvic structure promotes deep Radio Frequency radiation penetration
and that radiation can be absorbed within the developing embryo or fetus,” study leader

Dr. Stan Barnett found.
All fetuses in the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation
megastudy “showed growth retardation” from cell phone-frequency exposure. The
resulting impaired brain functioning will most likely never be restored. But it will be
passed on to the babies of these babies. [CSIRO Report]
Such deepening brain deficits can bankrupt a new life. Because of their different brain
wiring, girls often exhibit impaired learning ability. Boys select for hyperactivity.
[Inquirer May 19/08]

Calling wireless radiation, “an acknowledged environmental toxin,” Dr. Robert Kane
believes this invisible smog “may be associated with the increased incidence of autism”
– now exceeding 1 in 88 children in the USA. Just 16 years after CSIRO/Barnett's
findings, one in six American children suffered some neurological disability. Today it's
more than one in five. [CDC: PR Newswire Sept 13, 2011]
While 30 doses of 14 different vaccines in US babies from birth to 18 months are also
implicated, it's a no brainer why the number of children diagnosed with brain damage is
growing at a staggering rate: This alarming trend exactly parallels the proliferation of
wireless penetration into young environments and brains.
SEE DICK GO
There are currently six-billion cell phone subscriptions in use worldwide. Just when we
urgently need to harness global brain power, dementia is a rapidly worsening epidemic.
For anyone living in 2050, the ensuing decade will bankrupt nations as two billion
people who can no longer recognize their children, spouses or streets require daily care.
[CBC July 17/07; Reuters Jan 4/10]

See the worldwide brain-wiping rates go up.
Up up up.
Soon Dick will be speedtexting Jane. Most kids get
their own cell phone after
turning 11. Just about
everyone has one from age 18
to 49. [Pew Research Jan/14; Daily
Mail Mar 22/13; Time Mar 25/13;
onlinemom]

In the United States of
Amnesia, more than one-infive third-graders own cell phones. Parents would have conniptions if their kids were
smoking at this age. But as cell phone companies employ tobacco marketers to addict
the young, at least one in 10 North Americans now gets their very own mobile between
the ages of 7 and 9. [CNET Apr 9/12; onlinemom]
This means more cell towers. And more childhood calamities. The Russian National
Committee on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection concludes that children who spend
time on cell phones are likely to suffer from “disruption of memory, decline of attention,
diminishing learning and cognitive abilities, increased irritability” in their immediate
future. Longer-term payments include unshakable depression and “degeneration of the

nervous structures of the brain.”
If kids embrace wireless before age seven, their risk of such lifelong dysfunction is a
near certain 80%. [Independent Mar 5/15]
DOUBLE-MARTINIS AND LOADED GUNS
The Precautionary Principle stipulates that even suspected health hazards require a
pause to reconsider. From hospital to home, classroom to mall, no embryo, fetus, infant,
toddler, 'tween or teen should be constantly subjected to wireless radiation.
Pregnant women who respect the lives inside them treat wireless exposure like doublemartinis. They avoid cell phones like loaded guns. They know that cordless phone base
stations are cell towers in the home. And that smart meters wound, surveil and enslave.
Adults are responsible for their own denial.
But all children are our children.
Including Dick and Jane.

*based on the world's most popular primer, Fun With Dick And Jane, 1952

